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VASHON PARK DISTRICT (VPD) BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 

MEETING MINUTES 
Teleconference and In person, 7:00 pm 
DATE: Tuesday, November 8, 2022  

 

Commissioners attending: Josh Henderson, Hans Van Dusen, Bob McMahon, Keith Prior, and Sarah George.  

Staff attending: Elaine Ott-Rocheford 

 

ISSUE DISCUSSION AND OUTCOME FOLLOW 

UP 

Call To Order – 
Review Agenda 

Josh called the meeting to order at 7:00 and reviewed the agenda. 
 

 

Public 
Comment 

  

10.25.22 
Minutes; 
10.23.22 – 
11.3.22 
Preliminary 
Vouchers 

Hans: Move to accept the 10.25.22 Minutes; 10.23.22 – 11.3.22 Preliminary Vouchers. 
Sarah: Second. 
Pass 5-0 

Motion to 
accept10.25.22 
Minutes; 
10.23.22 – 
11.3.22 
Preliminary 
Vouchers Pass 5-
0 

Capital 
Improvement 
Plan 

Elaine: Hans suggested we have this as a first discussion this evening relative to the 2023 budget. Changes I made relative 
to his suggested comments are as follows:  

• Added 2027 column (and with that, a 2027 forecast on the budget summary sheet) 

• Added Equipment – general for 2027 at $20,000. I tasked Shawn with developing a life plan for existing equipment 
awhile back, so he is working on it. For now, this is a decent estimate. 

• Added $50k contingency in all years (consistent with a 10% contingency goal). 

• Hans suggested we add $50 - $75k each for small dog park and pickleball courts. I did not do that for 2023 for 
bandwidth reasons. That said, I received a call today from Claire who said that other location options are not looking 
good. She is coming back to us for VPD locations – preferably Paradise Ridge. I asked her to check out BARC, which she 
will do, but she felt there will not be enough room for 4 courts. She met with a contractor at Paradise Ridge who said 
that basketball court would need to be torn out, and the pickleball courts constructed from scratch. Too 
cracked/damaged and doesn’t know if there is rebar in there.  

•  I also removed restrooms from 2026, because with that, we go negative with our cash flow in September, 2026. We 
would either need to cut restrooms, or we eliminate the $50k contingency. September always seems to be the touchy 
month for cash flow no matter the year if we load up too much on projects.  
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• Hans wanted to update the pool, dock, and ivy funding and timing. I would suggest we also further discuss us funding 
a second dog park and pickle ball where we push those out.  

Hans: Do we adopt a 5 year capital plan? 
Elaine: We will next year when we update the Strategic Plan. For 2023, we are doing this for the budget. 
Hans: Part of this is the budget discussion, and part is the dock discussion. The contingency was about the prior draft of 
updating the financial management policy. That 10% isn’t in the policy any more, but it is helpful to think about that for 
the later years, since we don’t know now what the facilities will need in the future. For the Ober roof, that estimate does 
not include solar? That is a resource question. And you highlighted 2026 as a pinch point with the potential dock and pool 
expenditures, but there is nothing magic about those being in either year. We could easily have expenditures in 2025. 
Elaine: THD would happen in 2025. It could shift to 2026, depending upon when engineering costs get reimbursed by the 
grants. The problem is the heavy weight in the early years challenging out cash flow in the later years. Pushing anything 
out a bit isn’t going to make that much difference.  
Hans: It’s good to see the forecast where the cash reserve is $600k, but what we don’t see is cash flow barely skating by 
end of summer.  
Elaine: That is one of the reasons it is so critical to do these cash flow projections due to how our revenue works. We get 
the bulk in April and October then scant months in between. Cash flow is the first thing I look at when I do projections. If 
we can’t pay our bills for two months, it doesn’t matter that we get $500k in October.  
Bob: The solar idea is good for greening things up to the community. 
Hans: We can add a line item of zero just to have it on the list rather than having it in the notes.  
Josh: Is the Fisher Building insulation project in here? 
Elaine: No, because hopefully that will happen in 2022. I did decrease the beginning cash carried over into 2023 that 
accounts for that. I’m just waiting for Shawn to complete his homework. 
Josh: Are we still looking for cost recovery through PSE? 
Elaine: Yes, that is his homework. It may be that we will be moving that project into 2023, so this plan will reflect that 
accordingly. 
Sarah: Where do the majority of these capital projects come from? Inhouse? 
Elaine: Dog park and pickleball are community generated, but everything else is internal. Restrooms were community 
generated. 
Sarah: How do we predict future projects? 
Elaine: Everything we have identified is noted here. Maintenance always has eyes and ears on all our facilities. That is 
where most of this comes from. For example, the Ober roof issue is also a drainage problem around the building.  
Hans: Obviously, we need to make sure our priorities are in here, so we can see that our budget is sustainable relative to 
financial forecasts. And the dock question is prescient – do we have $800,000 in the next two years? Hopefully this helps 
us all think about that question.  
Bob: On the dock, what is our minimum exposure? Obviously, there is the teardown, but what would the engineering 
piece of that be? 
Elaine: There isn’t a breakdown of the engineering piece. The estimate for demolition was $424k. There wouldn’t be 
design costs in a teardown, and I don’t know if permitting is necessary. My assumption is that $424k captures everything 
associated with a teardown. There are sunk engineering costs of $57k. 
Hans: So the restrooms we will consider as grant funding as 0 dollars.  
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2023 Budget  Elaine: On the budget draft, Hans also wanted to see the forecasts through 2027 reflected on the summary sheet. Earlier 
this evening, I sent you an updated Preliminary Levy Limit Worksheet from the one I sent in your Board packet. AV had 
increased a bit, which caused our levy dollars to go up a bit, but I did not update the budget draft. Not that the $1,000 
increase is that big a deal. 
So, over the 1st draft, the levy is up $10,722 over 1st draft estimate due to construction increases. Our deflated rate is 
down to 35.5 cents due to property value increases. 
Beginning cash decreased $60k for insulating the Fisher Maintenance Building in Fall, 2022 + heater; increase $102,350 by 
moving lighthouse decking and safety repairs and Inspiration Point Wall from 2022 to 2023. It’s a net increase of about 
$15k.  
Revenue striping fees – last meeting we discussed how the costs of striping a field have gone up astronomically due to 
paint costs. Our fee policy has been that sport groups pay $500 for striping. Shawn says maintenance stripes the fields 
weekly just for soccer. Current Cost = $120 per week for 16 weeks = $1920. LaCrosse buys their own paint and does their 
own striping. Perhaps have soccer pay for their own paint? Then charge $200 for our labor? 
Hans: Sounds fine. 
Keith:  l like that idea. 
Sarah: Less confusing, too, due to the increased cost. 
Hans: I can see where it might be a problem for soccer thinking we’re using too much paint, etc. 
Elaine: Well, they would have the option of doing the striping themselves, like Lacrosse does. With soccer, they stripe 
every week and use more fields. They would just have to trust us. 
Hans: What about raising fees? You provided the lodging comparison fees. 
Elaine: We discussed raising fees at the last meeting but decided it was too soon after the last one. I always provide the 
lodging comparisons just for your information.  
Hans: Commons will increase by 8%, so we’ll take that hit there. 
Sarah: I still support what we decided last meeting.  
Elaine: On wages, you asked how the 9% wage increase compares to the $50k forfeited bucket. I had to make it apples to 
apples, because Sue was ¾ time, and Linda is full time; Randy was ¾ time and is now full time. We are down one full time 
maintenance guy. So, making all things equal, the total wage increase for those lead positions between 2022 and 2023 is 
$73,895. We discussed King County’s wage increase of 4.5% being a benchmark, so that would have made the increase 
would have been $858,006, so the difference to 9% = $36,947. So we’re short $13k to get to the $50k bucket. And there is 
no COL considered in that – it’s just the bucket. Going with the 9%, you could say it includes the bucket plus whatever COL 
is the difference.  
Sarah: One concern I have is that COL has gone up considerably on Vashon. I’m good with going with it as is but making it 
clear this may not be the precedent for every year. The $50k seems like the right thing to do, and it seems right saying that 
it is part of this 9%. 
Josh: My concern is that, if you tie raises to CPI, and the economy – the Fed wants inflation to hit 2% next year. If we do 
9% this year, and the data shows they get 6.5% next year, then a recession hits the following year, and we have less levy 
funds, we’re now over the barrel with large wage increases coming into it. I get the spirit of always looking at CPI, but I 
don’t think the Board should always be obligated to offering what CPI is. My proposed solution is to have a salary schedule 
for opening wage at step 1, and the top of the range is step 10. That is how it is at most public agencies. You can move up 
the steps on merit. The policy should be revised to say the Board will consider CPI for COL increases. 
Sarah: That makes sense. 
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Elaine: I am happy to make that a goal in 2023 for the 2024 budget. 
Josh: I am okay with doing the CPI for 2023.  
Keith: I agree. 
Hans: The salary scale allows folks to move up through their pay class through seniority and performance. But the table 
gets inflated by a COLA. It doesn’t really address the COLA thing. The COLA is separate and gets laid on top of that. It 
should address people knowing what to expect if they stick around and work hard. But it doesn’t address COL. I agree we 
go with a fairly aggressive inflation increase this year to capture both the final chapter of what was promised in the past 
plus the high inflation of this year. So, 9%. I think it is dangerous to say “the CPI.” “The CPI” is not a thing. We are looking 
at the August CPI for Seattle/Tacoma vs prior August. It will change next week when October comes out. And there are like 
6 other indexes. It would be good to see what other local governments use.  
Josh: My idea with the salary schedule is that solves the issue of there ever being a $50k gap in the future. If we give them 
the transparency of saying this is what you can expect to earn in this position, that is the forward solution all around. The 
state looks at the implicit price deflator for teachers as their COL increase. Another looks at that and offers a 5% locality 
pay for King County. And there are others. 
Bob: We need to solve the initial problem, so I am in favor of the 9%. A schedule makes a lot of sense, so we don’t get 
caught in a bind every year figuring out what we’re going to do. As to what index to use, that’s a tough one. 
Josh: We can say in the policy that the board will consult all the difference indices. 
Hans: I would prefer dialing in to a choice, so we aren’t being arbitrary. I also don’t want to redo the work every year. We 
should think it out and say this is what we use. We have put Elaine in a position to propose something, then we react to it. 
I prefer we have a plan for what we use.  

Elaine: A couple other changes from Draft 1: 

• Computer/technology – need an upgraded phone system. Add $6k 

• Professional fees – increased $12k due to not having properly accounted for Marie doing all our accounting.  
And on CIP, made the following changes: 
Added $50,000 contingency per Hans’s suggestion. 
Contingency    $50,000 
Tramp Harbor Dock   $250,000 
Maintenance Truck   $25,000 
Lighthouse Decking   $43,000 
Lighthouse Safety Modifications  $5,000 
Inspiration Point Wall   $54,350 
Hans: Should we adopt income qualified fees? We talked about this in the past. Right now it is a scholarship program. I 
propose we adopt a 50% reduction based on stand-alone criteria. That would mean a reduction in revenue. There are two 
parts: legality/logistics and affordability. I believe the legality of it is we need to adopt a policy with easy criteria. There is 
criteria already vetted out there. 
Keith: I think King County has criteria that includes seniors and veterans. If you stick with something like that, the auditors 
should be okay.  
Elaine: I seem to recall the best way to go is to model it after the school’s free lunch program. 
Hans: That seems best – aligning with something already done. 
Sarah: I am looking up King County’s “Income Qualified Services.” 
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Hans: It would be a budget consequence if we thought a lot of people used it, but I propose we just adopt the budget as is, 
then take some time considering this over the next few meetings. There is no magic go live date. It is not time sensitive 
relative to the budget. And consider how we can have our user partners use it or match it in their user agreements.  
Bob: it’s a good idea.  
Hans: Also, staff resources – for project management and communications. We know you are limited as to what you can 
do. Are there admin staff solutions in those areas? 
Elaine: I am a little proprietary about project management – and grant writing. I am closest to what is going on to where I 
can talk the talk on grant writing. Having somebody help would be a hindrance – I still have to educate them. So, no on the 
grant writing piece. And no on the project management. I’m doing fine. If I’m too loaded up, I’ll tell you, and we’ll push it 
into next year. It’s the same thing – I know all the moving parts of what is happening at parks and facilities. A new person 
would never be as close to the moving parts as I am. If there is any place we could use some staffing help, it would be in 
recreation. Eric maps out what he wants to do for the year, then community ideas surface, and he gets pulled off his plan. 
Then he gets distracted with developing on something new. We are only 2 years into building rec programming, and we’re 
building it hard and fast. Even things that existed – sailing and the ski bus – taking it inhouse is a huge learning curve. Eric 
is pulled in a million different directions. It would be good for him to have an assistant 100% dedicated to doing 
recreation.  
Bob: Full time? 
Elaine: Yes, somebody really savvy with social media (to address the communication concern you raise, Hans). The labor 
market is such right now that we might have certain desires for certain positions – like strong social media skills – but then 
we only get one or two applicants. They just don’t fill the bill in all areas we need, even though they have strong skills in 
other areas. Cheryl has moved pretty exclusively into lodgings and IT. Linda is now exclusively HR, backup accounting and 
general operations. The intent was that she would help Eric a lot more.  
Josh: Last year, when we asked your senior staff how we could help you, they said take things away from Elaine. She’s the 
first one in, the last one out, bends over backwards getting ready for board meetings. My question is, what can you 
delegate, so you can be more devoted to higher level stuff? The feedback we get is that you need help, yet you say you 
don’t need help. 
Elaine: I don’t know where they get that idea. I am buried, but I think what I do is what I should be doing. I don’t see it as 
anything I can delegate. I can’t delegate forecasting, budgeting, financial management, board prep. It just is what it is. 
Sometimes it’s 45 hour weeks, sometimes it’s 60 hour weeks. I make good money, and I have no complaints.  
Sarah: If we can help ease the long weeks, sometimes we can say things can be postponed.  
Elaine: I let you guys know if I need to push something off. It’s okay. 
Bob: If you do run into trouble, you need to let us know. 
Elaine: I know that.  
Hans: So, back to rec programs, do you think that is permanent or temporary? Full time? 
Elaine: Full time would be great, because I think filling a part time position would be impossible. It needs to be as 
attractive as can be. 
Hans: All positions can be considered term limited, but we can be explicitly clear that this is a 2 year position while we 
build rec programming. I do feel we can do a lot more with programs and do a lot more with letting people know about 
programs.  
Josh: Is there work that can be done remotely? 
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Elaine: Maybe. I’ll have Eric think about that. But honestly, so much of what he gets pulled to do is the grunt work – like 
setting up pickle ball courts. Or going up on the ski bus. 
Hans: If you want him to continue building programs, it sounds like he needs somebody to be the hands on leading 
programs.  
Sarah: I think it is great that we have taken over programs. Do we have data on participation from the beginning vs now? 
I would love to see that. It is great to see how we have developed over the years.  
Elaine: I am happy to provide that, but I can tell you, Sailing and Barc have grown greatly. Ski School has dropped, I suspect 
due to huge price increases. Am I being tasked with exploring help for Eric for the next meeting? 
Hans: That would be great. Should we make a motion to adopt the budget now or wait until next meeting? 
Elaine: There is another piece to that – approving the levy resolutions that go to King County. Next meeting we have to 
pass these. 
Hans: Motion to approve Ordinance 2152, Resolution 22-31, and Resolution 22-32 for the 2023 levy approval. 
Keith: Second. 
 

 
 
 
 
Action Item 
 
Motion to 
approve 
Ordinance 2152, 
Resolution 22-
31, and 
Resolution 22-32 
for the 2023 levy 
approval. 

Tramp Harbor 
Dock 

Elaine: I updated cost figures as we discussed at the last meeting. I laid in the fiberglass decking into options 2 and 3 and 
brought the design cost from $500k to $400k: 
Option 2 = $3,693,881 Fundraising needs = $1.4 million (down from $1.7 million) 
Option 3 = $2,505,952 Fundraising needs = $206,000 (down from $400k) 
I also spoke with the engineer about the option of repairing the first 180’ and replacing the outer 160’ with the narrow 
walkway. He said it would save approximately $200k provided all of the existing decking can be retained. Repairing piling 
and replacing piling is about a wash, so the savings is really in not replacing the decking. That said, we would need to add a 
steel pile top fabrication to improve the lateral capacity for permitting. This option would retain some of the aesthetic 
character of the existing facility as viewed from the topside, but honestly, pile jacketing does not look pretty and leaves a 
final product which, from the water, would not retain the existing charm.  
Bob: Plus, doing that would add to the maintenance costs going forward. 
Elaine: So now that becomes option 6. Options: 

1) Repair existing footprint - $4.3 million 
2) Replace existing footprint - $3.7 million 
3) Reduced footprint - $2.5 million 
4) Tear down - $424,000 
5) Cut off at 180’ – ??  
6) Repair first 180’; reduced footprint remaining 160’ = $2.5 million ($1.5 grants; $800k VPD; $200k fundraising) 

Bob: What is the width of Harper Pier? 
Hans: 6 feet. 4 feet is a gangplank, like at Dockton. I would be curious if KPFF has much experience with a 4’ dock and the 
single pole system. 
Keith: A wheelchair takes 36”. A hallway is ADA acceptable, because a person without a wheelchair can step sidewise 
around the person in a wheelchair. But to be fully compliant, it needs to be 61”.  
Hans: I think decking comes in standard 4’ and 6’ widths – can’t get 5’1”. 
Bob: They’ll make them however wide you want. It depends how wide you can go on a single row of pilings. That is a 
question we should ask them. 
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Hans: It’s tricky against our decision to move forward with a design. Glass, metal, width – those will be finalized over the 
course of the next year. But right now, we are at the junction where we need a greater understanding toward wanting to 
proceed with design. I don’t want to keep barraging the engineers with design questions, because they will do that with 
the next green light. But we need enough information about these decisions: 1) Do we have $800k we can commit to the 
project? Yes or no; 2) Do we think it’s a good use of the public’s resources (including the state) to use $2 - $4 million on 
this project? My perspective is it is a good resource for the community – provides equitable access to the water for a 
variety of folks. But now that I did that look at other docks, I don’t think a 4’ is sufficient.  
Bob: It might be a good idea to have KPFF at our meeting to ask these questions. How far can you cheat it wider on a 
single row of pilings? And how involved financially is the WA Fish and Wildlife on the Harper Pier? It’s on their website. 
Hans: The Port of Bremerton owns it. Once you get one of these grants from the state, they are going to list it as 
something they supported. 
Bob: You’re right – a 4’ dock is silly. I’m afraid we are going to end up with something nobody likes or uses.  
Josh: Did you find out if the Sportsmen’s Club is interested in assisting with fundraising? 
Elaine: Barb McMahon is revitalizing the Park and Recreation Foundation, and she is interested in taking on this project 
with the help of the Sportsmen’s Club and the advisory group.  
Sarah: I have contacted Mike Witt of the Sportsmen’s Club. He will ask questions at their next meeting about supporting 
the dock. I am just concerned that we get too far into this then run out of money. 
Mike (citizen): I am supportive of the dock. I went by Harper Pier. I would prefer 11’, but I’ll take what we can get. I agree 
that the 4’ will not get a lot of support. It would be better to tear it down. A 6’ should be your next step.  
Sarah: I propose we do pare down the options to what is the reality. Remove repairing the dock and the hybrid. We are 
left with options 2,3, and 4. 
Mike: Have you ruled out a teardown? 
Hans: Not completely. I am a proponent of a $2 million 6’ dock with a decent platform on the end even though I have 
reservations about getting $400k in fundraising. We don’t have that option on the table yet. We have an option of a 
narrow dock; it is an iterative process. 
Mike: Technically, it sounds like the 4’ option is off the table, too. 
Elaine: Remember, the way we put this to KPFF was not that we want a 4’ dock. We asked what we can get for $2 million. 
They said a 4’ dock.  
Hans: I think I’m hearing we want to pursue 3 options: 1) Rebuild the 11’ dock; 2) Rebuild a narrow dock (no width defined 
yet); 3) teardown and not replace. So, to KPFF, ask: 1) 4’ sounds narrow; do you have experience with 4’ docks and a single 
pole; 2) let’s poke at the contingency? 3) Is there any way to reduce the engineering costs if we agree to behave? Not 
change our minds? Not have a public design process? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action Item 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Access Elaine: Things are really getting stressed in Access. We had a guy doing Tues, Thurs, Fri – he just quit, saying $15/hour isn’t 
worth the time. And our Monday evening person injured her leg and is out for about a month. Right now, basketball and 
wrestling are in season plus all our drop in programs – we are out Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday.  
I am currently running ads in the BC and on FB, but this position is getting more and more difficult to fill. It’s unattractive – 
working nights, odd hours, you never know if you’ll be working or not depending on the schedule. And nobody wants to 
work for $15 an hour.  
Options: 

• Substantially increase the wage to make it more attractive? Like $25 - $35 an hour like gatekeepers?  
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• Consider key cards? The School district is not too excited about this. Drop in programs, which are ours – no lead.  
Emergency commons meeting? 
Hans: Kevin put it forward in a Commons meeting. The model we discussed was just staffing 3 days a week. The idea is 
there would be key card access for the users. What’s your wage suggestion? 
Elaine: $25 an hour? I would also need to increase the present Access wages. 
Sarah: It’s a tough call. It’s an odd job. Raising the wage seems like a good idea. $25 an hour. 
Josh: How much will this increase the budget? 
Elaine: I’ll come back with those numbers. 
Bob: Are there instances where a key access makes sense? 
Elaine: With the user groups, that should be relatively easy. It is harder when we don’t have a lead person, like the drop in 
programs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Action Item 

Surplus 
Furniture 

Elaine: We need to surplus the brass bed frame and four captain’s chairs in the QA basement. This needs board approval. 
Hans: Motion to surplus the brass bed frame and four captain’s chairs in the QA basement. 
Sarah: Second.  
Hans: Motion to Suspend the rules. 
Keith: Second. 
Pass 5-0 
Motion pass 5-0 
 

Motion to 
surplus the brass 
bed frame and 
four captain’s 
chairs in the QA 
basement. 
Pass 5-0 
 
Motion to 
suspend the 
rules Pass 5-0 

Adjourn 
8:45 pm 

Hans: Motion to adjourn 
Sarah: Second 

 

Minutes by: Elaine Ott-Rocheford 


